
Correspondence re plaque  Johnson family

Although the next of kin of all soldiers who died in the first world war received a bronze plaque  and scroll in 
recognition of their sacrifice, Ernest’s record is one of only two we have that record the award to the families 
of the Bingham fallen. In Ernest’s’ case, who was to receive the plaque and scroll became closely related to his 
father’s failing health.

Relatives had to submit a form to claim the plaque and scroll. (See image 1). This was addressed to his mother, 
Rosa, whom he had named as his next of kin on enlistment, although his father was still alive.

Needless to say, there was a form on which to record the names of parents and all full blood or half-blood 
siblings.  This had to be agreed by one of them.  William is named as his father together with three brothers 
and four sisters.  Addresses are given but they are faint. Only Ada was in Bingham.   Ernest’ brother Simeon, 
now the eldest of the siblings, signed but unfortunately the date has been burned away. He lived at Anglesey 
Road, Burton on Trent. (See image 2)

The form was endorsed “Enquire when time comes to establish if still alive and ask for …”

There followed an exchange of correspondence between Simeon and the army about the state of his father’s 
health. This was initiated by the army  (see image 3) in May 1919. On the relative’s form, Simeon had said his 
father was” in poor health”.  Simeon replied (images 4 and 5) in a poignant letter of which half has been 
burned away, using words like “helpless” and “paralysis”. On page 2 he says his father could just about sign his 
name should this be required. He closes “believe me sirs, your obedient .., Simeon Johnson”.

William recovered sufficiently to acknowledge receipt of the plaque in November 1920 (image 6).
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